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Organize your refrigerator and pantry so you can find what you're looking for 
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Where's the fun in raiding the fridge if you can't find what you want? 
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Getting organized is habit-forming 

Define your clutter to get organized 

Is it no longer fun to raid the refrigerator because you can't find what you're looking for?   
Is your refrigerator so crowded that you suspect that there may be something blue and furry growing at the back?   
Do you sometimes buy duplicate food and beverages because you don't know what you already have in your pantry? 
 
If any of these scenarios sound familiar to you, it's time to organize your refrigerator and pantry.  Tackling both of these areas at the 
same time has advantages: 

 You'll get rid of the expired, stale, and unused items all at the same time; 

 You'll get a better idea of what you have and what you need for your next grocery trip; and 

 You'll establish an organization system for both places - as well as a system for maintaining them. 
 
The Housekeeping Channel provides six quick tips for organizing your refrigerator.  All of them apply to the pantry as well: 
 
1. Purge.  Get rid of the stale, spoiled, and unidentifiable items. 
 
2. Make it shine.  Take one shelf and drawer at a time, and give your fridge and pantry a thorough cleaning. 
 
3. Group 'em.  Put like things together so you can see what you have. 
 
4. Give 'em a home.  If you have children, create and label a container for each child that holds acceptable snacks to choose 

between meals. 
 
5. Give 'em a good home.  Keep items in clear plastic containers with tight-fitting lids to save space, keep foods fresher, and 

help you see what you have and how much is left.  Where appropriate, add labels with expiration dates. 
 
6. Give 'em the same home.  Identify a place to keep each type of food in your fridge and pantry, and teach your family 

members where the foods belong.  Teaching everyone to maintain the organization plan will minimize the return of clutter and 
crowding. 

 
Need more inspiration and ideas?  Watch Susan Stewart's video, and make an appointment with yourself to get started soon. 
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